How I Make a Man
After working with the Digital Art Zone (DAZ) Studio software for many years now, I consider
the creative process I use to be “simple enough” for what I need and want to accomplish. But I
won’t pretend that using this app is easy. Nor is it a fast process. There often is a lot of waiting
around for things to finish on the screen even though I have a fast computer and a decent video
card. The app enables me to start with any photograph of a man’s face as I begin my creative
work. Or I can choose from among many preconfigured faces of fictional male characters in the
app already.

A preconfigured face or a newly created face from an actual photograph is only the starting
point. The app crunches the numbers, so to speak. The result is a first incarnation of a male
character who shows up on the screen. Perhaps out of an abundance of modesty, that character
magically appears wearing a muscle t-shirt and gym shorts.

I use the controls within the app to shape the character’s face so that the face has real-life depth
and will not look “flat” like a cartoon face so often looks.

Next, unless I choose to have a bald character, I can add hair of many possible styles, lengths,
and colors.

Then, I modify the physical traits of the character’s body. My emphasis is upon beefy male
characters, so that’s the type of male I aim to create using the app.
You may be surprised to learn that I need to add and then adjust the character’s genitals (which
do not come “standard” in this app.) I can choose any size and shape that I want. Oh, what power
I have to make a man!

The character also needs to be posed. There is a generic starter pose he has with his arms slightly
stretched out as you can see in the above image and in the second image, too.

Clothing is optional in the creation of digital illustrations. I have dressed this new character with
big, manly boots and black denim jeans.

It’s not justifiable for me to leave the character “in the void” that you see behind him in the
above image. So, I move the character into a virtual studio that has virtual lights hung floating
weightlessly in the air. Actually, there is no air. He is not a real, living, breathing human being,
so why does he need air?

An important next step is rendering. This is a term from the digital realm that defines how the
software app processes all the math and geometry into what looks to the human eye like a
picture. At this point in the process, the newly created male character is three-dimensional
(height, width, depth) who should look more or less looks photorealistic.

Sometimes I repeat the simple-enough process to add more characters into the scene standing in
the virtual studio with the character I already created and posed there.

Using the same process I can create as many characters as I choose and place them all into a
scene posed the way I want them to appear to the viewer. Here you see one character in the
middle being restrained by two other characters in the scene.

I can zoom in on one aspect of a scene as the next image shows. You can see imperfections in
the render on the blue jeans of the middle character. These problems with geometry are common
in digital illustrations.

I have learned just to deal with such flaws in the app. Usually it is possible to rotate the virtual
camera “looking at” the scene to conceal parts that I do not want to show. This kind of rotation
of the virtual camera often affords some very visually appealing points of view such as this highangle view looking down upon the characters from above. Usually I choose to rotate the scene so
the viewer never sees the problems with geometry.

Renders
Next, I present several renders to show you what the “finished product” looks like in terms of
characters in scenes. The first two renders are color-corrected images featuring the new character
I created as shown in the demonstration video:

These next renders are the beginnings of an as-yet unfinished illustrated story featuring cowboy
behaviors in a bunkhouse:

Four Essential Elements of All the Men I Make
In all my illustrated storytelling I choose to be guided by four essential elements whenever I
create the character traits for my masculine men:
•
•
•
•

Body Shape / Body Image
Body Pose
Face Structure
Facial Expressions

Here is a quick but revealing look at each of the elements I focus upon during my creation of
characters for my visual works:
If you are mainly interested in seeing images of “ordinary men” or men who “look ordinary,” the
work I do may not be suited for your tastes. This is because I focus on what makes men
“extraordinary” and worthy of your time and attention. I am a surrealist, per se. This means I do
not attempt to create literal realism when I choose how to make a character look.
However, I do sometimes depict men who “look ordinary” when the storytelling will be benefit
from that particular choice in character traits.
The character below, for example, (from a previous Secret Stash feature) likely would be
evaluated by most people as being “ordinary” especially due to the reality that he is above the
ideal weight for a man’s his height. He is also is not notably handsome. His genitals also look
“ordinary” or typical for most men you meet.

When I put that “ordinary” character in the same scene next to a second character whose body is
especially fit and muscular, you can immediately understand what kind of visual difference
between the two I was attempting to create. That second man also is particularly good-looking
and sports a large cock and big balls compared to the “ordinary” character.

Body Pose
How my custom-made men appear in a scene—the body pose they reveal—is vital to the
credibility I insist upon for all my images. Here is an example of what I mean:

I intended for you, the viewer, to perceive of the two characters as being “playful” so that guided
me in how I posed them both. Clothing often can be a key component of a scene depicted in an
image. Usually the clothing has a connection to the pose.
In that image, the character on the left is only wearing underwear. That lack of clothing taken
together with his pose embracing the second men is meant to suggest he is being “playful” using
foreplay ahead of a likely sexual contact between the two men. I posed the man on his knees
nonverbally to convey the meaning that he sees no reason to offer any resistance to the man who
is making sexual advances upon him.

Face Structure
I invest considerable time and effort to create a character’s face structure so that his physical
appearance from the neck up will mean something to you, the viewer. Here is an example:

The length of that character’s face is meant to convey strength and confidence. The same can be
said of his bushy eyebrows and the depth of his eye sockets. His nose has a straight shape
leading to large nostrils—traits frequently associated with men who look manly. And, his thick,
masculine lips invite exploring, don’t you think?

Facial Expressions

These facial expressions are of military captives being tortured before execution. I believe that
any of my characters’ faces can be made to look masculine. However, if I emphasize masculinity
at the expense of concealing a character’s vulnerability, then the power of the image will be
diluted. Whenever masculinity is combined in one character with vulnerability, an immensely
powerful visual statement results. Here in these four images you can see evidence of the power
in depicting a man’s masculinity with his vulnerability.

Let me provide a few more examples of the how facial expressions are vital to my creative
works:

What you can expect from me is erotic stylized masculine men. They have a strong sexual
energy when they deal with the perilous situations into which I place them.
The men I make have masculine man type of looks and behaviors. Such looks and behaviors are
well-known worldwide regardless of local cultural variations. These types of men differ from
depictions you can find elsewhere else—the so-called “real-life” men who may be skinny or
overweight or who would never be recognized as being “handsome” or “good-looking” or
“athletic” men.
You will see men here who display defined muscles and bodies as do actual men out there who
are in top-notch physical shape and good health. Such traits are among the topmost desirable
attributes recognized internationally as identifying masculine or manly men. Such men also are
known to be desirable because of their manliness.

